5 Levers for Our Recovery Curriculum

Lever 1: Relationships
We cannot expect our students to return joyfully, and many of the relationships that were thriving,
may need to be invested in and restored. We need to plan for this to happen, not assume that it will.
Reach out to greet them, use the relationships we build to cushion the discomfort of returning.

Lever 2: Community
We must recognise that curriculum will have been based in the community for a long period of
time. We need to listen to what has happened in this time, understand the needs of our community
and engage them in the transitioning of learning back into school.

Lever 3: Transparent Curriculum
All of our students will feel like they have lost time in learning and we must show them how we are
addressing these gaps, consulting and co-constructing with our students to heal this sense of loss.

Lever 4: Metacognition
In different environments, students will have been learning in different ways. It is vital that we
make the skills for learning in a school environment explicit to our students to reskill and rebuild
their confidence as learners.

Lever 5: Space
To be, to rediscover self, and to find their voice on learning in this issue. It is only natural that we
all work at an incredible pace to make sure this group of learners are not disadvantaged against
their peers, providing opportunity and exploration alongside the intensity of our expectations.

Oxford Brookes University suggests that Recovery Curriculums are built on the 5 Levers, as a systematic,
relationships-based approach to reigniting the flame of learning in each child. Many children will return to
school disengaged. School may seem irrelevant after a long period of isolation, living with a background of
silent fear, always wondering if the day will come when the silence speaks and your life is changed forever.
Our quest, our mission as educators, should be to journey with that child through a process of reengagement, which leads them back to their rightful status as a fully engaged, authentic learner.
What must be going though children’s minds at this strange time? Is school to be always transitory, when
for you as a child, it has always been a constant, love it or hate it? Can I trust you again, as my teacher, to
not abandon me? We were walking a path together, and then this ‘thing’, this virus, sent us on different
journeys. Can our lives reconnect? Can our relationship be re-established? School is no longer the safe,
constant place we thought it was. We must be ready to understand, to reframe their perceptions, and show
that we are trustworthy.
The Recovery Curriculum is an essential construct for our thinking and our planning. Each school must fill it
with the content they believe is best for the children of their school community, informed by your inherent
understanding of your children in your community. What were the aims and values of your school before
this pandemic? Use them now to guide your judgements, to build a personalised response to the child who
has experienced loss. No Government can give you the guidelines for that. It is down to you, as that

skilled, intuitive teacher, who can lift the mask of fear and disenfranchisement from the child. You can
engage that child as a learner once more, for engagement is the liberation of intrinsic motivation,
(Carpenter et al, 2015).
The Loss the children experienced during this pandemic will have caused issues around attachment – in
their relationships in school that they have forged over years; these will be some of the strongest
relationships the young people have, but bereft of the investment of those daily interactions, will have
become fragile. Our unwritten relationships curriculum must restore the damage of neglect; it must be a
Curriculum of Recovery. Now is the time to address the damage of loss and trauma, so that it does not rob
our children of their lifelong opportunities. Now is the time to ensure that we restore mental wealth in our
children, so that their aspirations for their future can be a vision that becomes, one day, a reality.
https://www.evidenceforlearning.net/recoverycurriculum/

